
Frequently Asked Questions 
May I present my expanded abstract at other conferences AFTER the SEG Annual Meeting? (If so, 
which ones?) 

You may present your work at any venue after presenting it at the SEG Annual Meeting provided 
proper acknowledgment is made of SEG copyright ownership and current publication status. 
However, you may not republish your expanded abstract in proceedings of another conference or 
in any other manner described in the Transfer of Copyright's "Authors' royalty-free rights" section 
without SEG's permission. 

May I present my expanded abstract at other conferences BEFORE the SEG Annual Meeting? (If 
so, which ones?) 

No. The only exception is if you are presenting your work to a very small audience different from 
the audience that typically attends the SEG Technical Program and you have obtained permission 
in writing in advance from the SEG Technical Program Committee chair. 

May I publish a derivative work based on my expanded abstract in non-SEG publications? 

SEG requires that if you wish to expand your abstract into a full technical article that you submit 
this work to GEOPHYSICS, The Leading Edge, or Interpretation, and receive a decision prior to 
submitting it to another publisher. If you are considering this path for your work, you are 
encouraged to prepare your technical article for publication and submit it soon after expanded 
abstract submission, while the work is still fresh in your mind and in your computer. If the 
expansion of your abstract is best suited for a non-SEG journal, you may request an exemption 
from SEG's right of first consideration from the editor or the publication director. 

May I submit my expanded abstract if permissions are still pending? 

No. The transfer of copyright that the submitter executes upon submission of an expanded 
abstract stipulates that authors have "... secured permission for the use of all materials from a 
copyrighted source and all illustrations and photographs used in the Work." Authors also warrant 
that they are empowered to transfer publication rights to SEG and that the work "... does not 
infringe any copyright or invade any right or privacy or publicity." It causes the Technical Program 
Committee and SEG great difficulty if an expanded abstract must be withdrawn after it has been 
accepted and scheduled for presentation and publication. So, if you have not obtained all needed 
permissions by the submission deadline, please refrain from submitting an expanded abstract. 
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